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Introduction. It was in 1900 that William Burnsidef first proved that a

simply transitive permutation group of prime degree p must contain an in-

variant subgroup of order p. He later showedf that a simply transitive group

of degree pm with p a prime and m > i is imprimitive and compound if it

contains a permutation of order pm. In 1921 he§ published a short proof that

a simply transitive group in which there is a transitive Abelian subgroup of

the same degree is compound unless all the operations of the Abelian sub-

group are of the same prime order. However, the proof is not sound, as we

shall see in §15.

In 1933 Professor I. Schur|| published a paper on those simply transitive

groups of degree n in which there is a transitive cyclic subgroup of degree n.

He found them to be imprimitive and compound when n is not a prime. He

seems to have been unaware of Burnside's paper of 1921. It was this fact that

led W. A. Manning to a critical study of the status of the problem, and to

the conviction that an investigation of the remaining cases should be under-

taken.

In this paper it will be proved that if a simply transitive group of degree

pa+b ip a prime and a^b) contains a transitive Abelian subgroup of the same

degree and of type (a, b), it is imprimitive and compound. That no such theo-

rem holds when a = b is shown by the existence of exceptions. There is an

infinite family of simply transitive primitive groups Hof degree k2 {k>2) and

order 2(&!)2 which contain transitive Abelian subgroups of degree k2 that are

* Presented to the Society, April 6, 1935; received by the editors June 4, 1935.

f W. Burnside, On the properties of groups of odd order, Proceedings of the London Mathematical

Society, vol. 33 (1900), p. 174; On simply transitive groups of prime degree, Quarterly Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 37 (1906), p. 215; I. Schur, Neuer Beweis eines Satzes von W. Burnside, Jahresbericht der

Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, vol. 17 (1908), p. 171; W. Burnside, Theory of Groups of

Finite Order, 2d edition (1911), p. 341.

Í W. Burnside, Theory of Groups of Finite Order, 2d edition (1911), p. 343.

§ W. Burnside, On certain simply-transitive permutation-groups, Proceedings of the Cambridge

Philosophical Society, vol. 20 (1921), pp. 482^84.
|| Zur Theorie der einfach transitiven Permutationsgruppen, Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Physikalisch-mathematische Klasse, 1933, pp. 598-623.

fW.A. Manning, On the primitive groups of class ten, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 28

(1906), p. 235.
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direct products of two Abelian subgroups of order k. The members of this

family with k=pa>2 are exceptions to the proposed theorem.

There is a somewhat similar problem for solvable groups, first encountered

by Professor J. F. Ritt.* He proved that a primitive solvable group in pm

letters with p prime and m > 1 cannot contain a substitution of order pm

except in the case p=2, m=2.

It should be noted that if an imprimitive group contains a transitive

Abelian subgroup of the same degree, it is compound.!/ For if it were simple,

the group according to which its systems of imprimitivity are permuted

would contain a transitive Abelian subgroup of order « and degree less than »,

an impossibility, since a transitive Abelian group is always regular.

1. In this section we reproduce without proof as much of the preliminary

work of Burnside's paper of 1921J as we shall need.

Let a and ft be natural numbers, p and q primes, the same or different.

Any transitive Abelian permutation group of degree n = paqb generated by

two permutations of orders p" and qb, may be written {P, Q}, where

Q:        x

u.v •*u4-l. v   I
Wm = 0, 1, ■•- , p°- l;t-0, 1,   ••• ,qb- 1),

u,v ^u.v+l J

the two symbols xu,v and x„,2 representing the same letter if and only if u=y

mod pa and v = z mod qb. (This rule is also to be applied to the £„,„, the TUtV,

the A«,», the Mu¡v, the mUiV, the 7\,,-, and the Wi.j, which will be introduced

later.)

Let ¿7 = {P, Q} and let G be any simply transitive permutation group

containing ¿7 as a proper subgroup.

If e is a primitive path and r¡ a primitive qbth root of unity,

J        po-l    gl-l

T:   xn,v = —   E   E*UV2£„.* (« = 0, 1, • • ■ ,p- l;»-0, 1, • •• , qb - 1)
n    „_o   z-o

completely reduces both G and ¿7

(1.1) T~iPT: f„,,

(1.2) T-iQT: ty,z
e"lT \ iy - 0,1, • • •, r -1;* - 0,1, • • • ,q" - 1).
V'kv.* )

* On algebraic functions which can be expressed in terms of radicals, these Transactions, vol. 24

(1922), p. 27.
f This has already been proved by Professor Schur when the Abelian subgroup is cyclic, Zur

Theorie der einfach transitiven Permutationsgruppen, Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften, Physikalisch-mathematische Klasse, 1933, p. 622.

X Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. 20 (1921), pp. 482-483. The mistakes

occur on page 484.
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If we represent the variables of an irreducible constituent group T of

T~lGT: £ac,0„ iv = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p.) (where p. is the degree of T), and the letters

of a transitive constituent A of G0 (the subgroup of G which fixes x0,o) : x„u,bu

(w = l, 2, • ■ • , m) (where m is the degree of A), and if x^o6» represents the

trace of the substitution of T which corresponds to Pa«Qb», then

I p   m

(1.3) XpaUQhu =  2_, eOuO",77!'u0" = — ¿] ea"',*7j6u'5"

v-i m u_i

provided T is not the identical constituent (on £0,o alone) and A is not the

transitive constituent of Go on Xo.o-

2. We now establish a sufficient condition that the group G be im-

primitive.

Lemma I. If any permutation S of G which is not also in G0 corresponds to

the identity of any irreducible constituent T of T_1GT except the identical con-

stituent, G is imprimitive.*

The correspondence between G and T is not one to one, for both 51 and

the identity of G correspond to the identity of T. Let V be the subgroup of T

which corresponds to Go- Let G' be the largest (proper or improper) subgroup

of G which corresponds to V. Then G0 is a proper subgroup of G', for G'

contains S. Since G is simply transitive, £a1,/s,+ • ■ • +£«m,ím is an absolute

invariant of F',t while T, being irreducible, can have none. Hence I" is a

proper subgroup of T, and G' is a proper subgroup of G. Therefore, G0 is a

non-maximal subgroup of G, and G is imprimitive.

3. Throughout this paper, i andj' will represent positive integers relatively

prime to p and q, respectively.

We introduce

J        p"-l    qb-l

Tij:        *„., = —   E   E W-Wiw*
n    v=o   z=o

(« = o, i, • •• ,r- i;»- o, 1, • • • ,qb- 1),

and let Ty,z represent the irreducible constituent of T~lGT which affects,

among others, the variable £v,2, and let r¿j  represent the irreducible con-

stituent of T,~j GTi.j which affects £¡,,z. If we replace e by e{ and t? by 77', we

obtain from the substitution T~lAT, the substitution T^jATi.j.

Since we can write T in the form

* Cf. W. Burnside, Theory of Groups of Finite Order, 2d edition (1911), p. 342.

f W. Burnside, On certain simply-transitive permutation-groups, Proceedings of the Cambridge

Philosophical Society, vol. 20 (1921), p. 483.
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1      p»-l    «6—1

(m = o, i, •• ■ ,r- i;» = o, i,--- ,?6- i),

T = Ti,jWi,i, where JF<,,is the permutation ?v,* = £Ív.í* (y=0, 1, ■ • • , pa — l;

z=0, 1, • • • , q"-i). Hence T~lAT = W7,)iTi~;}ATi,,)Wi,j. This shows that
r£',;) and r<»,/, differ only in the names of their variables. That is, if we con-

sider the corresponding matrix groups, the variables of T^'f being denoted

€at Ai ?a,.0„ • • • i £«„.i3„ an(i the rows and columns of the matrices of the first

matrix group being made to correspond to the variables in that order, then

the variables of Tiy,jz are {<■,,#„ ¡¡ia2,jß2, ■ • • , ?<<*„,#„ and if the rows and

columns of the matrices of the second group are made to correspond to the

variables in this order, then the two matrix groups consist of the same mat-

rices and the two matrices which correspond to yl are equal.* Combining the

results of these two paragraphs, we have

Lemma II. If we replace e by è and 77 by 77', we "replace Yy,z by Tiy,jz,n

that is, from the matrix of Ty,z which corresponds to any permutation of G, we

obtain the matrix of Tiy,jZ which corresponds to the same permutation of G, pro-

vided that if the rows and columns of the matrices of Ty,z correspond to the varia-

bles £„,,0,, £a2,is„ • • • , £«„,0,, in that order, then the rows and columns of the

matrices of Tiy,]Z iyohich necessarily correspond to the variables £<„,,#„

£<«!■#,> • ' • » £<<*».>'A>) correspond to them in that order.

This gives us

Lemma III. If we replace e by e* awd 77 by itself, we replace T0,t by itself.

If we replace e by itself and 77 by v', we replace Ty,a by itself.

4. The operation of replacing e by é and 77 by 77', we may denote by

These operations form a group K which is simply isomorphic to the group K'

whose letters are the paqb symbols Ty,¡ and whose permutations are of the

form

(r„,i \     /To,o •     rPo_i>S6_i     \

I\»,jt/       \To,o   ■ • •   r<(j*._i),,-(gi_i)/

Its order is 4>ipa)4>iqb).]

* Two matrices are equal to one another if and only if corresponding elements are equal.

f Euler's ^-function.
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Our system of notation for the irreducible constituents gives us as many

different symbols for a given irreducible constituent as it has variables. The

actual number y of irreducible constituents is less than paqb, for otherwise G

would be Abelian and H would not be a proper subgroup of G. Let K" repre-

sent the group according to which the irreducible constituents are permuted

by the operations of K. Then K" is of degree y, its order lies between 1 and

<pipa)<t>iqb), inclusive, and the number of its transitive constituents (counting

those on one letter) lies between 2 and (a + l)(Z> + l), inclusive, and will be

shown later to be greater than 2.

Definition. The 4>ipa~u)4>ilb~v) variables £,y,,/ for given values of u and v

(Oígwíga, O^v^b) will be said to belong to the («, v) category.

Lemma IV. The variables of the iu, v) category are affected by irreducible

constituents all of which belong to the same transitive constituent of K".

For r,y,,v is replaced by r,.,,",,^' by the operation

(•.".)"' (',".)V , W      \e'' , tj'7
of K.

We shall say that the («, v) category belongs to this transitive constituent

of K".

It follows from Lemma II that all the irreducible constituents of a given

transitive constituent of K" have the same number of variables belonging

to any given category. Hence Lemma IV gives us

Lemma V. 7/ there are t irreducible constituents of T~XGT in a given transi-

tive constituent of K" and if one of these irreducible constituents affects a variable

of the iu, v) category, then it must affect exactly l/t of the variables of that cate-

gory.

5. We now prove

Lemma VI. If r„,0 affects £iPu,,-gv iv<b), it affects each of the variables

£>>",«", £.y.2a", • • • , £¿ptt,(«-i)s", £¿pu,(í+i)«", • • • , £.V. <,'-„"• Whether v<b or

not, the number t of irreducible constituents in the transitive constituent of K"

to which Ty,o belongs must divide 4>ipa~u) ■ Similarly for To,*. If rv,0 = r0,z, t=i

and this irreducible constituent affects all the variables of the iu, v) category.

If r^.o affects £»p",i9r, r,,o = rip«,)5». By Lemma III, if we replace t by

itself and 77 by any primitive qbth root of unity, 77'' (say), we replace T^.o by

itself. By Lemma II, if we do the same thing to r,p«tJi», we obtain r,p«,,-,',«.

If we let/' run through a reduced set of residues mod qb,jj' will do the same,

while if v<b, jj'qv will assume values congruent to qv, 2qv, ■ ■ ■ , iq — l)qv,
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iq + l)q", • • • , qb — qv mod qb, each <f>iqb)/(f>iqb-v) times. Hence the first state-

ment.

The second statement then follows from Lemma V.

The irreducible constituent r„,o is invariant under the operation

and Ta.t is invariant under

Hence if r„,o = r0,r, it is invariant under their product

and thus under the group K. Then r„,0 alone forms one of the transitive con-

stituents of K" and, by Lemma V, it must affect all the variables of each

category which belongs to it.   .

Lemma VII. The group K" has at least two transitive constituents besides

the one on r0,o alone.

If K" had only one transitive constituent besides the one on To,o alone,

all the variables except £0,0 would belong to it. Then each of its irreducible

constituents would contain at least one variable of an (a, v) category with

v<b and at least one variable of a (», ft) category with u<a. Hence, by

Lemma VI, it would consist of just one irreducible constituent. Then T~lGT

would consist of two irreducible constituents. But that is impossible, for G is,

by hypothesis (§1), simply transitive.*

6. We now restrict our attention to the irreducible constituent rp«_1,0

and the permutations P"QZ of the Abelian subgroup ¿7. Let Xp"q' represent

the trace of the substitution of Tp"'1,0 which corresponds to P»QZ and let p.

represent the degree of rpo_1,o-

It follows from Lemma VI that for the transitive constituent of K" to

which Tp°-l,o belongs, t must divide p — i. Let

(6.1) c=ip-\)/t.

It also follows from Lemma VI (together with equations (1.1) and (1.2))

that we may write

* W. Burnside, Theory of Groups of Finite Order, 2d edition (1911), p. 339.
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XPQ = da,bitAl+ ■ ■ ■ +eA^-l)iv+ ■ ■ ■ +Vg-l+Vq+l+ ■ ■ ■ +779*-1)

+ da_i,6(6"Bi+ ■ ■ • +e"B^-í)Í7,+ ■ ■ ■ +vg-l+VQ+1+ ■ ■ ■ +t;^-1)+ ■ • •

+dllbie^1^+ ■ ■ • +e"°-IC«)(r,+ • • • +r,^+r,^+ ■ ■ ■ +T,*-1)

+¿o,b(77+ • • ■ +r?'-1 + 7,'+1+ • • ■ +7,«6-1)

+ da,i,-i(eDH-+€d^-1)(t75+ • • • -H|<t-l>«+,<eH>^-+vqb-9)

(6.2) + ■ • • +do,i,-1(775H-+,,(«-»»+,,<*«)«-]-+v*-") +

+ áa,i(e£l+ ■ ■ • +eJ^-1)(7796-1+ ■ • ■ +V*~^) + • • •

+ do.iir,"b-1+ ■ ■ ■ +T,*-**)

+da,oitF*+ ■ ■ ■ +€F^-1)+áa_i,o(ÉpCl+ • • • +e"G^-2)+ • • •

+<7i,o(€*°-1*'+ • • • +**""lff«)+áo.o,

where ¿í,¡ = 1 or 0 depending on whether the variables of the ia — k, b—l)

category do or do not belong to the transitive constituent oí K" which in-

cludes Tp'-1^, and where each A, B, ■ ■ ■ , H is relatively prime to p and no

two A's are equal, no two B's are equal, etc. Notice that ¿1,0 = 1 and ¿0.o = 0.

Because of (1.1) and (1.2), we have

(6.3) T-'PyQ'T:        £„,„ = «»Vi«,.

(« = 0,1, • •• ,Y- l;tr = 0, 1, - • • ,qb- I).

This shows that the substitution of IV-1,0 which corresponds to PyQ* is a

multiplication and that it may be obtained from the substitution of Vp'-l,o

which corresponds to PQ by replacing e by e" and 77 by 77* in each multiplier.

We may obtain xp"q' from xpq by replacing eby e" and 77 by 77z provided

Xpq is written out in full as the sum of the p multipliers just as they are taken

from (6.3). (Any cancellation or substitution making use of any relation exist-

ing between powers of t or powers of 77, or between e and 77, etc., before replac-

ing e by e" and 77 by 77* will in general lead to incorrect results.) However,

the expression in the right-hand member of (6.2) is such that we may obtain

Xp^q' from it by replacing e by e" and 77 by 77*.

We now make use of the following procedure: Replace e by e" and 77 by 77z

in the right-hand member of (6.2) (obtaining xp"q')- The sums obtained from

the sums of powers of 77 are equal to ordinary integers. Replace each by the

corresponding integer and collect like powers of e, reducing exponents mod p".

The result is a polynomial in e with integers as coefficients. We write it

Xp'q' = cro + (Tie + o-2t2 + ■ • • + crj,°_iep0_1.

Using the first and third members of (1.3), we obtain
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p^i IX

(6.4) 22«ktk = —22 cdu-P*     ,jf>u-0

m „_i

where m denotes the degree of Ay.,, the transitive constituent of G0 which in-

cludes xy,z and where *„,.&„ xai,bt, • • • , x,^,^ are the letters of Av,2. Equation

(6.4) holds except when y=0 mod pa and z=0 mod qb at the same time. From

(6.4) we obtain

E o-*«* = — E ^¡s
*=0 *»   1-0

¡p«-

where 7r¡ is the number of letters x0„,&„ of A„,z whose first subscripts a„ are

congruent to I mod p. Hence e is a root of the equation

(6.5) 2>***-— Ë ti*'"*-1 = 0.

whose coefficients are rational numbers. But e is also a root of the equation

(6.6) 1 + x»""1 + x2""-1 4-+ jif-nr' = o,

which is irreducible in the field of rational numbers.* Hence if the left-hand

member of (6.5) is not identically zero, it must be divisible by the left-hand

member of (6.6). In either case we may write the left-hand member of (6.5)

in the form

(to + 7i* H-+ Tj^-ia^'-'Xl + *p""1 + x2""'1 H-+ xCp-i)p°-i).

Therefore,

p p p p
CO-7To  =  Cj,"-1-7Ti  =   a2p"~l-7T2   =   •   •   •    =   (7(p_l)p°-l-""p-1,

m m m m

and

p- i p-1

m
V V*/       l. m i \

=   l^^l   =   l^Y'k-X-Wlp'-1 — (Tkp"-1) f
1-0 1-0 1 il )

Hence

(6.7) m\p + po-kp"'1 — (o-o + oy-i + ■ • • + o-(p_i)p°-i)}  = ppirk

Let

(6.8) My,, = ip - l)ff0 - («V1 + a2p--1 + ■ ■ • + <rCp_i)p«-i),

* Weber, Lehrbuch der Algebra, 2d edition (1898), vol. 1, pp. 459 and 600.
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for the permutation PyQz, and write my,z instead of m for the degree of A„,2.

When k = 0, (6.7) becomes

(6.9) my.z[p + My,z] = Puto.

Adding the p — l equations for which ¿ = 1,2, • • • , p — 1, we obtain

(6.10) mv,z{ip -   l)p -  My¡z)   =  ppi-Kx + 7T2 +   •  •  •   + 7rp_i).

When using these formulas, we must remember that 7r0, • • • , -kp-\ depend on

A„,z and that these formulas do not apply to A0l0.

7. Since p and p. are constants and since my,z and 7r0 can each have but

one value for a given transitive constituent of G0, (6.9) gives us

Lemma VIII. 7/ AV<|2- is the same transitive constituent of Go as Av,z, then

My' ,Z-=My,z.

Definition. The <i>ipa~u)<piq''~v) letters x^»,,/ (m and v fixed) will be said

to belong to the iu, v) category of letters.

From the meaning of the tt¡ it follows that Av,z includes at least one letter

of some (0, v) category if and only if 7ri+7r2+ • • • +7rp_i >0. Since mv,z, p.,

and p are positive integers, (6.10) shows us that when A„,2 is not A0,0,

7ri+7r2+ • • • +7tp_i>0 if and only if ip — i)p — Mv,z>0.

Lemma IX. If ip — l)p — Mv,z>0 and A„,2 is not A0,0, Av,z includes at least

one Xi ,„ and My ,z is equal to at least one of the Mi ,„.

8. We now develop two sufficient conditions for the imprimitivity of G.

Lemma X. 7/ an irreducible constituent of T~lGT which is not T0,o affects

no variable of any (0, v) category ior if it affects no variable of any iu, 0)

category), G is imprimitive.

For if T affects no variable of any (0, v) category, (1.1) shows that pp"~l

corresponds to the identity of T, and then, by Lemma I, G is imprimitive.

If T affects no variable of any («, 0) category, Qqh~l corresponds to the iden-

tity of T and again G is imprimitive.

Lemma XI. If da,b = da-i,b = ■ ■ ■ = do,¡>, or if da,b = da,b-i = ■ ■ ■ =da,o, G

is imprimitive.

For if da,(, = da_i ,h = ■ • • = do,¡> = 0, it follows from the meaning of the

dk.i (§6) that Tp^o contains no variable of the (0, 0), the (1, 0), - • • ,

or the (a, 0) category, and then, by Lemma X, G is imprimitive. If

da,b = da-i,b= ■ ■ • =d0,b=i, all the variables of those categories belong to

the transitive constituent of K" which includes Tpa-\0- By Lemma VII,

there must then be at least one transitive constituent of K" besides the one
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on To,o alone whose irreducible constituents affect none of the variables of

those categories. We apply Lemma X to one of those irreducible constituents

and see that G is imprimitive. Hence, if da,& = da_i,& = • • ■ = d0.b, G is im-

primitive. The proof of the other half of the lemma is similar.

9. To simplify the formulas, we let

(9.1) do+1,0  =   •   •   •    =   da+l,b  =   do,6+1   =   •   •   •    =   da,b+l   =   da+i.fc+i   =   0,

and let ¿?u,, represent the number of variables in the (a — u, b — v) category

affected by IV-1^- Then

(9.2) Ru,v = du,v<t>ipu)<j>iq>>)/t.

Equation (6.8) now gives us

i
Mipk,jgi = dk+i,i+icpkql — E Rk+i,v

(9-3)

+ (P - 1)( - E du.t+icpo-iq1 - do,l+1ql +2ZH Ru.v).

(To obtain this expression, it is neither necessary nor desirable to calculate

ov-1, 02Pa'1, ■ • • , ctp-Dp"-1 separately. It is easier to calculate their sum di-

rectly.)

To calculate (/> —1)^ — 717,/,,V, we make use of the fact that we may write

06 k        l k        l+l k+l        I

p = E E ^«.» = 2-i2-i Ru,v + 2-1  E R».v ~^~ 2-¡  2-, Ru.v
u—0 v=0 u—0 r—0 u—0   v—1+1 u—fc+1  v=0

k+\ l+l a        1+1 k+l        b ab

+ E    E R*.v ~^ 2-1   2-1 R».* ^ 2-1  2-1 Ru.v + 2-1    E Ru.v,
u=k+l   v=l+l u=k+2  v=0 u—0   v=l+2 w—ifc+2   li—1+2

where any summation is to be considered equal to zero if one or both of its E s

starts with a number larger than the one with which it ends. Then

/ a l+l k+l b

ip - i)p - Mipk.jq, = ip - in E E Ru.v + E E Ru.v
\ u=fc+2  v=0 w=0   v=l+2

ab \

+ E      E Ru,v\ + dk+i.i+icpkql\ip - \)iq - 1) - 1}
u— k+2   v—I+2 /

1

+ E dk+i.vcpk+liq - I)?""1 + dk+i.oCpk+l

v=l

k

+ E du,l+lcip - \)p^ql+i + do.i+iip - l)<7i+1.

(9.4) -k+*v=l+2
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10. Since we wish to prove whenever it may be possible that G is imprimi-

tive, we need only consider the case when the conditions of Lemma XI are

not satisfied. Then at least one of the d„ ,¡, = 1 and at least one of the da ,„ = 1. We

seek to show, when possible, that under these conditions ip — l)p — MiPk,jq' > 0.

Notice first that each term of (9.4) is ^0, and that each term is >0 if

the corresponding du,v^0 with the exception of the term dk+i,i+\cpkql

[ip-i)iq-i)-i] when/> = ff = 2.

If k+2^a, the terms which involve the da,v iv = 0, 1, • • • , b) occur

within the first pair of brackets. Hence, since at least one of the d0,» = l,

ip-i)p-Mip\iq'>0. Similarly if l+2gb.
If k = a — 1 and l = b — i, the da,v (u = 0, 1, • • • , b) and du,b (w = 0, 1, • • • ,

o — l) occur in the last five terms (counting a summation as a term now) and

ip — i)p—M,ip*,,V>0 except when da,o= ■ • • =¿a,¡>-i = ¿o,!>= ■ ■ ■ = d„_i,¡> = 0

and p = q = 2, and then it equals zero.

If k = a — 1 and l = b, the da,v (z> = 0, 1, • • • , b) occur in the terms

2Zlv=idk+i,vCpk+1iq-l)qv~1 and dk+i,oCpk+1. Hence ip-i)p-MiPk,ig'>0. Simi-

larly if k = a and l = b — i.

The case k = a, l = b corresponds to A0,0 and is of no interest since we can-

not apply Lemma IX.

Combining these results, we find

Lemma XII. Unless one or more of the three conditions

(1) da,b = da,b-i— • ■ • =da,o,

(2) da,b = da-i,b= • ■ ■ =d0,b,or

(3) p = q = 2
holds, ip — i)p — Mipk,jql>0for each transitive constituent A*,,*,/,1 not A0,0.

When conditions (1) and (2) do not hold but condition (3) does,

ip — l)p — MiPk,jql—p — M2h,2l. Now p — M2k,2l>0 for all transitive constitu-

ents (not A0,o) except perhaps A2a_l,26_1. Lemma IX and its proof then tell

us that when p — M2a-1.2b~l = 0, each transitive constituent of G0 includes at

least one letter of some (0, v) category except A0,o and Aï»-1 y-1, and that they

do not. Then x2°-1,2b-1 must be the only letter of A2--1 y-1, and G0 fixes at

least two letters, x0,o and X2a"I,2''"'. Hence G is imprimitive.

Therefore, regardless of whether p = q = 2 or not, we have, with the aid of

Lemmas XI and IX,

Lemma XIII. If G is primitive, each transitive constituent of Go except A0l0

includes at least one letter of some (0. v) category, and Mpk,q' is equal to at least

one of the Mi,jqh when k-\-l<a+b. Also each transitive constituent includes at

least one letter of some iu, 0) category, and Mpk, „' is equal to at least one of the

Mip'.j.
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11. We can obtain an expression for MtPk,ft' which is more convenient

than (9.3) for comparing the M'$ as indicated in Lemma XIII. To this end,

we observe that ip — i)d0,v = cd0,v, for if d0,» = 0, it is obviously true and if

do,„ = l, ^p»-1,o = ^o,,•îö"•, t = \ (Lemma VI), and (6.1) givesusc = p — l. Start-

ing from (9.3), we replace each Ru,v by its value in terms of du,„, c, p, q, u, and

v, making use of (9.2) and (6.1). The coefficient of each d0,„ contains p — 1 as a

factor and we replace ip — \)d0,v by cd0.v. On simplifying, we find

k        I

(11.1) Mipk.jal = c2Z 2ZDu.vpuqv,
u—0  D=0

where

(11.2) L>v.,v   =   du.v "u.u+l «u+l,» "T" du+l,v+l-

Lemma XIV. Du,v is an integer and \DU,V\ ^2. Furthermore, \Da.v\ ^1

and \Du.b\ ál.

For each du.v is equal to one or zero (§6) and each d0+i,„ and d„,&+i is zero

(§9).

Lemma XV. If Mvk,,' = Mi,jqh with h<l,

k        l l

E E Du.vpuqv = - E D0.vq";
v=h+l

with h = l,

with h>l,

k      i

E 2~lDu.vpuqv = 0;
u—l v=0

E E Du.vpuqv =   E Do.vq".
u—1 v— 0 v— l+l

If Mpk ,ql = Mipf,jwithf<k,

k       I k

E 2~2Du,vpuqv = - E Du.op";
u=0 v=l u=f+l

with f = k,
4 1

E 2ZDu.vpuqv = 0;
it—0 u=l

withf>k,
k        I f

U— 0   »—1 !1=Í+1

These may be obtained from (11.1).
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Lemma XVI. If Da,o=Da,i = ■ ■ ■ = Da.b~i = 0, or if ¿y0,& = A,&= • • •

= ¿ya_i,6 = 0, G is imprimitive.

For if Da,o = Da,i= ■ ■ • =Z>a,6-i = 0, da,o = d0,i= • • • =da,¡,_i = d0,¡> and if

Do,b = Di,b= • ■ ■ =¿?o-i,4 = 0, d0,& = di,6= • • • =d0_i,6 = da,!.. In either case

G is imprimitive, by Lemma XL

For future convenience we introduce the function F(h, Í) defined in this

way:

!

Fih, I) = -   E Do.vqv when  0 ^ h < I ^ ft;
v-h+l

Fih, I) = 0 when 0 =" h = I 2a ft;

^(A, 0 = E ¿V*?"        when  0 ^ / < Ä ̂  ft.
D=!+l

12. We are now ready to prove the theorem stated in the introduction.

For this purpose we take p = q and a > ft and suppose that G is primitive. Let 5

be an integer satisfying 0 ^ s S ft — 1 and consider Mp"-1 ,p«. Because of Lemma

XIII, it is equal to at least one of the Af,-,)P* (â = 0, 1, • • - , or ft). Then be-

cause of Lemma XV, we have

a—l     s

(12.1) 2~2 2ZDu,vp"+v=Fih,s).
u=l v—0

Since a+s^a+b — l<a+b, we also know that, Mpa,p' must be equal to at

least one of the Mi|)P*, to M i-,,•'/', say. Then

a       8

in.2) 2ZHdu.vPu+v =F(h', s).
u—1 v=0

(The values of h and Â' are determined by the group G, but are unknown to

us.) Subtracting (12.1) from (12.2), we find

(12.3) 22D«.vpa+v =Fih',s) -Fih,s).
v=0

Notice that for a fixed value of 5 the coefficient of DQ,V in Fih, s) if not zero

is independent of h. Hence, if the values of h and h' are such that the coeffi-

cient of Do.v in neither F(A, s) nor Fih', s) is zero, the corresponding terms

cancel in Fih', s)—Fih, s).

We now take 5 = 0 and try to show that ¿ya,o = 0. For that purpose, it is

sufficient to show that |Z>0,oi''| <pa, for then \Da,v\ <1, and since Da,o is

an integer (Lemma XIV), it must be zero.
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Since p = q,

7^(0,0) =0,

F(1,0) = DoAp,

F(2, 0) = Do.ip + Do,2p2,

Fib, 0) = Do.ip + Do.2p2 + • • • + Do.bp".

If 6 = 1, (12.3), Lemma XIV, and the condition b<a used in turn give us

\Da,opa\ ^ | Do.ip | ^ p < pa-

There remains for consideration the case 6>1.

If h<b and h'<b,

| Da,opa | ^ | Do.ip | + | Do.2p21 -I-+| Do.b-ip"-11

= 2/» + 2p2 + • • • + 2p"-l = 2(#» - p)/ip - 1)

= 2^ — 2p < pb+l = pa.

If h = h' = b,

Da,opa = 0,        7?a,o = 0.

The remaining possibility is that h = b and h' <b or that A' = & and A<£>.

Then if Z)0,6 = 0,

| Da,0pa | = | Do.ip | + | 7?0>2/.21 H-+| Do.b-ip*-11 + 0

^ 2p + 2p2 + ■ ■ ■ + 2pb-1 < p".

If D0,b?*0, Do,b= ±1, by Lemma XIV. Then, since D0.b-i is an integer and

|770,6-i| ^2, Z70 ¡.-lis equal toD0,6, 27?o,6, —D0,b, —2DQ,b,or0.

If  Do.b-l^Do.b,

¿0,6-1  —  ¿0,6  —  ¿1,6-1 + ¿1,6   =   ¿0,6  —  ¿1,6)

¿0,6-1  —  ¿1,6-1   =   2(¿0,6  —  dl,b),

¿0,6-1 — ¿1,6-1 = 0 mod 2.

But

|  ¿0,6-1  —  ¿1,6-1 |   =   1.

Therefore ¿0,6-i —¿i,6-i = 0, ¿o,6 —¿i,6 = 0, and Do,6 = 0, contrary to our hy-

pothesis.

The case Do.b-i = 2D0,b can also be shown to be impossible when Do.b^O,

and in much the same way.

If 7?o,6-i= —D0,b, we consider separately the two possibilities | h — h'\ =1
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and \h — h'\ >1. i\h — h'\ =0 is impossible since, by hypothesis, one of the

numbers h or h' is equal to b and the other is not.)

When | A —A'| =1, one of the two numbers A and A' is equal to b and the

other to 6-1. Then

\Da.opa\ = \ Do.ip" \ = pb < f.

When |A-A'| >1, if 6 = 2,

\Da.opa\ = | Do.ip + Do.2p2\

= | Z>o,i(- P + P2) |

= ¿2 - /> < p2 < p".

Iib>2,

| Da,opa \ Ú | Do.ip | + • • • + | Do.b-2p"-21 + | Do.b-ip*-1 + D0.6Í01

^ 2p + ■ ■ ■ + 2pb~2 + pb - pb~l

= 2ip^ - p)lip -l) + pb- p™

á 2pb~1 - 2p + pb - pb-^

< Ph + Z)6-1 < 2/>6 = p".

So that if 7)o,6-i= -Do.b, \Da,op"\ <p".

The case D0.b-i= —2D0,b may be handled in much the same way. Again

\Da,0pa\ <pa.

The fifth and last possibility was 7)0,6-i = 0. Then, if 6 = 2,

\Da,op°\ á O + \D0.2p2\ = p2 < p".

Iib>2,

I Da.oPa I g I Do.ip I + • • • + I Do.b-ip"-21 + 0 + I Do.bpb I

á 2¿ + • • • + 2¿*-2 + ¿>

= 2(#*-> - #)/(# - 1) + pb

S 2pb~l - 2p + pb < 2pb = pa.

So that in all cases £>o,0 = 0.

We now make use of this fact and (12.3) to calculate Da., when 0<s<6.

We may write (12.3) :

»-i
7W+* = Hh', s) - F(h, s) - ]£ Da,vp°+°,

v=0

so that
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| Da,sp"+' | ^ | Do.ip | + • ■ • + | D^b-ip^ | + | D0,bPb |

+ | Da,0p« | + | DaAp*+i | + . . . + | Da,s-ip°+'-11

^ 2p +-1- 2pb-1 + pb + 0 + pa+i + ■ ■ ■ + p"+'~l

= 2ip» - p)/ip -1) + p. x (r+. _ r+i)/(P - i)
g 2ph — 2p + ph + pa+" — pa+l

= pa+' + i3pb — pa+1) — 2p < pa+",

Da,, = 0.

Hence we have Da,0=Da.i= ■ ■ ■ =Da,b-i=0. But, by Lemma XVI, that

is impossible when G is primitive. Therefore G is imprimitive when p = q

and a9^b. That it is also compound follows from the last paragraph of the

introduction.

13. The corresponding theorem when p9±q is covered by Schur's paper.*

However, we are now in a position to prove it quite easily. And a proof based

on the properties of group characteristics is not without interest, for the ques-

tion of the relative advantages of using the theory of group characteristics

(and the roots of unity which it involves) or of avoiding all irrational quanti-

ties as Schur did, is of importance to future investigations in the field. We

therefore include the proof.

We may without loss of generality suppose that p<q. Assume that G

is primitive. Then, by Lemma XIII, Afp,i is equal to some Mi,,ah with

A = 0, 1, •• -, or ft.

If h = 0, Lemma XV gives us

1     o

2Z2ZDu.vpuqv = 0,
u—l v=0

Di,0 = 0.
If h>0,

10 A

E E^wv = I^o,»î',

Di.op = 7)0.1? + ¿yo,202 + • • • + Do,hqh,

Z)i,o = Omod q.

Since p and q are both primes and p<q, <7 = 3. Now |jDi,o| 3=2 (by Lemma

XIV). Therefore A.o = 0.

Hence, regardless of h, Z>i,0 = 0.

Suppose A,o = A,o= • • • =Z>t_i,o = 0 and consider Mp*,i (l<£^a). By

Lemma XIII, it is equal to some Mitjqh with A = 0, 1, •• -, or ft.

* Zur Theorie der einfach transitiven Permutationsgruppen, Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Physikalisch-mathematische Klasse, 1933, pp. 598-623.
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If A = 0, by Lemma XV,
*       0

SIn,,,ÍY = 0,

Di.op + D2.op2 -\-+ Dk-i.op"-1 + Dk,opk = 0,

Dk.opk = 0,

Dk.o = 0.
If A>0,

/tO h

Z 2~2L>u.vpuqv =2ZDo.vqv,

7)*,oí* = Do.iq + 7?o,2?2 H-+ Do.hqh,

Dk,o = Omod q,

Dk.o = 0.

So that, regardless of A, D*,0 = 0.

Hence, by induction, Di,0 = D2j0= ■ ■ ■ =Da,0 = 0.

Lemma XIII tells us that Mpk,ql is equal to at least one of the Mipi.,-.

Then since Z7i,o = 7?2,o= ■ ■ ■ =Z)t,,0 = 0, the second part of Lemma XV shows

us that, regardless of the value of/,

*    i
X) 2ZDu.vp"qv = 0.
u=0 u=l

By applying this equation using in turn the following sets of values for k and / :

(0,1), (0,2),      ■••  , (0,6),

(1,1), (1,2),      •■•,(!, 6),

(a- 1,1), (a- 1,2), ••■  , (a- 1,6),

we find Z)u,„ = 0 (u = 0, 1, • • • , a — 1; v = i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , b). But Do.b = Di,b= • • •

= D„-i,b = 0 is impossible when G is primitive (Lemma XVI). Hence G is im-

primitive when p^q.

14. Combining the results of §§12 and 13 with the remarks made in the

introduction about imprimitive groups with transitive Abelian subgroups,

we have the

Theorem. 7/ p and q represent prime numbers, which may or may not be

equal, and a and 6 positive integers, a simply transitive permutation group G of

degree n — p"qb which contains a transitive Abelian subgroup of degree n gen-

erated by two permutations, one of order p" and one of order qb, is imprimitive

and has an invariant proper subgroup unless pa = qb.
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15. We are now ready to discuss Burnside's paper of 1921, which we men-

tioned in the introduction. It gives his proof of the theorem stated there when

the Abelian subgroup can have two independent generators. The preliminary

work is essentially that given in §1 of the present paper, the principal differ-

ence being that Burnside did not restrict the orders of the generators of the

Abelian subgroup to powers of primes as has been done in this paper. The

proof itself consists of two parts corresponding to the two cases in which (1)

the order of at least one of the two generators is composite, and (2) the orders

of both generators are primes.

In the first case, it will be sufficient to show that the work is incorrect

when the orders of the generators are powers of primes. If, for example, p"

is composite, the statement from which Burnside concluded that G is com-

pound says that Pp is represented by the identity of ry-'.o- However, that

cannot in general be true, for Lemma I shows us that if it were true, G would

be imprimitive. This is contradicted by the existence of exceptions, for ex-

ample, the simply transitive primitive groups of degree k2 and order 2(ß!)2

mentioned in the introduction when k=p" with a > 1. So that the first and

most important part of the proof must contain a serious mistake.

The other case which Burnside takes up is that in which the two genera-

tors are of different prime orders. To quote from this paper (changing the

notation to conform with that which we have been using) : "If p and q are

different primes, and T is that irreducible representation to which £li0 be-

ongs, so that Xp0"q6u=(mA»)E11-i e<!"> then

„       m ¡i

(is. i) — E «"" = E «"""V»8».
m „=i r=i

Unless each ßv is zero, in which case the group has a self-con jugate subgroup

containing Q, this equation actually contains powers of 77 on the right. Hence

when the indices of the powers of 77 are reduced (mod q) each power must

occur with the same coefficient. This shews that p must be a multiple of q,

and • • • ." We cannot deny that p is a multiple of q when at least one of the

ßv is not equal to zero,* but we do deny that that conclusion can be drawn

* For the material of §§10-13 maybe used to show that if the first two conditions of Lemma XII

are not satisfied, either each transitive constituent of G0 except Ao.o affects at least one xí¡c (i, p) = i,

or G is imprimitive and p = q=2. In the former case, we found that unless p" = qb, Da,o= ■ ■ ■

= Z)a,6_i = 0 or .Do,&= ■ • • =Z>a_i,j=0, both of which contradict the assumption that the first two

conditions of Lemma XII are not satisfied. Therefore, except perhaps when p = q=2 or pa=qb, at

least one of the first two conditions of Lemma XII is satisfied. We apply this fact and Lemma VII

to IV1-1,!) when n = pq (p¿¿q). Either ¿1.1 = ^1,0^^0,1 or ¿i,i=¿o,i?í¿i,o. But ¿1,0 always equals

one. Therefore if ¿i,i=¿o,i, both equal zero, and each ßv equals zero. Hence if at least one of

the ßv is not zero, ¿i,i = ¿i,o=l, ¿o,i = 0, and /x = c(q— V)-\-c = cq.
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directly from (15.1). For if we use the permutation PQ, (15.1) becomes

¡i   m ï

(15.2) — X)é°« = 2Z*"vvß'-
m u=i „_i

It is possible to set up letters for the transitive constituent of G0 which in-

volves Xi,i and variables for Ti.o which satisfy the requirements imposed by

(15.2) and for which p is not a multiple of q. For example, if p = 3 and ff = 5,

we might propose Xi,i, #2,1, x0,i, xi,2, x2,2, xi,3, x2,3, Xi,4, x2,4 as the letters of

Ai.i, and £i,0, £2.0, £0,1, £0,2, £0,3, £0,4 as the variables of Ti.o. Then p = 6, m = 9,

and (15.2) becomes

6
— (e + €2 +   1  + É + €2 + 6 + Í2 + £ + É2)   =  € + e2 + 7, + T,2 + T,3 + 77*,

and since e now denotes a primitive cube root of unity and 77 a primitive fifth

root of unity, this reduces to

- 2 = - 2.

So that the proof of the second case is also incorrect.

The cases in which the Abelian subgroup cannot be generated by two

generators Burnside dismisses with the statement, "It is clear that the same

method of proof will apply, when the transitive Abelian subgroup has three

or more independent generators." So the failure of his proof when the Abelian

subgroup has two generators leaves the theorem unproved except in the cases

dealt with elsewhere.

Stanford University,
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